
Reviewing the Review – Monday
Night Raw: July 27, 2015
Uh…..I  really don’t have much of an intro here. We’re coming up on
Summerslam and this is one of the Raw’s on the way there. Let’s get to
it.

The big opening talking segment was, of course, the Authority and Seth
Rollins. The idea of this one was to make Raw a night of first, including
Big Show vs. Dean Ambrose. In the words of Jon Stewart, let me stop you
right there. Much like a lot of these first time EVER matches, just
because it’s never happened before doesn’t mean that it’s a good idea. I
mean, we could have Blake from NXT come up and fight Hornswoggle. IT’S
NEVER BEEN DONE BEFORE so that makes it cool right? I don’t know of
anyone who would go out of their way to see Big Show vs. Ambrose, nor do
I see a lot of fans being happy with the outcome.

Other than that, we’re also getting, FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER SO YOU KNOW
IT’S AWESOME: Kevin Owens vs. Randy Orton, Paige vs. Sasha Banks (well
for the first time on Raw at least) and Alicia Fox/Nikki Bella vs. Becky
Lynch/Charlotte. In other words we have “man Owens gets to lose again?”,
“that could be good” and “well at least we have something to look at.”
This is their big solution for the ratings being so far down?

Finally, Rollins ran his mouth for a long time until Cena came down and
thought he should get a title shot against Rollins for the first time
ever on Raw. HHH thought it was a great idea but made it a US Title shot
instead, which pretty much sealed the winner, or at least who was walking
out with the title, as soon as the words were out of his mouth. We’ll
come back to the match later for a change, but the talking segment took
too long to get to the point.

Big Show beat Dean Ambrose via countout, with the idea being that Ambrose
kept fighting but couldn’t put Big Show down. I like the plan, but Big
Show has lost to people like Miz recently. So Miz is tougher/smarter than
Ambrose? I don’t know of anyone who would buy that but it’s what we’re
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supposed to believe now?

In theory they’re building up Big Show for someone, but they could have
given anyone a rub with the same ending. Ambrose looks weaker than usual
by comparison but we’re supposed to cheer him anyway because Dean is
bulletproof, which WWE interprets as loss proof. Dean sidestepping a post
match spear was supposed to make up for it or something but as is so
typically the case, it doesn’t work like WWE thinks it does.

Neville beat Fandango and listened to Stardust rant about saving the WWE
Universe from false hope. The more I see of this feud the more I like it,
but I have a bad feeling they won’t get enough time at Summerslam. You
know, the FOUR HOUR show.

Paige and Sasha traded some insults before Sasha made Paige tap clean.
This was a solid, long match with some arm work for a story, but more
important than anything else, the match felt important. I wanted to see
where it was going instead of having two girls out there to waste
everyone’s time. That’s a major step forward and a completely new way to
look at the division.

Rusev gave Summer Rae a dog named Ziggler and a fish with no head. Lana
came out, beat Summer up and shoved her face into the fish. I really
don’t think this needs any further explanation.

The Lucha Dragons beat Los Matadores as the Prime Time Players were on
commentary. This was little more than an excuse to have the New Day come
out, though it seems to set up a multi-team title match at Summerslam.
The idea is fine, but again it makes last week’s loss look like a waste
of time.

Bray Wyatt and Luke Harper did a long in ring promo where they talked
about Harper coming home. Since this was Wyatt though, it took him five
minutes to get to the point, even though we knew the point in the first
place. It was still effective though and you can feel the old Wyatt vibes
coming back. Now, that being said, none of it matters if the Wyatts are
treated like jobbers all over the place, especially Bray himself.

Becky Lynch/Charlotte beat Nikki Bella/Alicia Fox in a match taking place



FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER when Lynch made Fox tap. As usual, there was
nothing of note involving Nikki because she isn’t the longest reigning
Divas Champion yet and therefore nothing can happen, at least not until
there’s roughly a week before the record is broken.

Kevin Owens and Randy Orton had a pretty lame match until Sheamus came in
for the DQ. Owens is pretty firmly in that transitional period between
main eventer and midcard but you can see him trending down. Cesaro came
in for a save but ate a powerbomb, likely setting up a tag match at some
point in the near future. There’s nothing wrong with combining two feuds
into one.

The big main event was a good fight between Cena and Rollins where Cena
retained the US Title. They beat each other up and put on an entertaining
match as you would expect, but of course the story here is John Cena’s
nose, which pretty much erupted due to a knee to the face.

The big question now is whether Cena is going to be back for Summerslam.
They never actually announced Cena vs. Rollins for the pay per view, but
at least there’s an easy reason why Cena isn’t fighting. Everyone say the
nose and it was hardly something you could hide. Keep Cena off TV until
Summerslam if you can, but if you can’t……I’m really not sure what you do.
Make Undertaker vs. Lesnar a triple threat with Rollins for the title I
guess, because there aren’t a lot of other options, unless you throw
Orton out there again. I mean, it’s not like you can give someone new a
shot right?

This show was a copy of last week’s but with Cena and Rollins in Lesnar
and Undertaker’s places. They’re both one idea shows with some midcard
stuff thrown in, and that’s all these shows should have been. The main
event and what should be the other main event assuming Cena can breathe
by then are both set and you can build the rest of the card from here.
It’s one of those shows where you knew what was going to happen from the
opening bell but there’s nothing wrong with that. Good, effective show
this week.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of NXT Reviews: The Full Sail Years Volume I at Amazon



for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B011T13PV4

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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